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adventure, intrigue and speculative space-tech, from a rising star in military science fiction. DAVID
BRIN, Hugo and Nebula Award-winning author of EXISTENCE, THE POSTMAN, and STARTIDE RISING
HUMANITY IS NO LONGER ALONE IN THE UNIVERSE. AN UNKNOWABLE THREAT APPROACHES
EARTH . . . AND WE ARE COMPLETELY UNPREPARED TO FACE WHATS COMING. Aerospace tycoon
Gordon Elliot Lee cannot stand idly by while a mysterious alien presence from Delta Pavonis bears
down upon mankinds only home. Shut out from NASA and military support, Gordon is forced to go
it alone, to sow the seeds for an entirely new sort of planetary defense: a space-based naval force.
Joined by Nathan Kelley -- a bloodied naval warrior, scarred by his own actions in the waters off
North Korea -- and Kris Munoz -- an avant garde scientific genius with more ideas than sense --
these three will scour the very edges of fringe science and engineering to attempt development of
Earths first space navy in time to oppose the Deltan invasion. Beset by ridicule, government
obstruction, industrial espionage, and their own personal demons, it will take a miracle just to...
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Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent go through. It is packed with knowledge and wisdom You may like just how the author publish this
book.
-- Mustafa McGlynn-- Mustafa McGlynn

Complete guideline! Its this kind of great read through. It is probably the most incredible pdf i actually have read through. Its been developed in an
extremely straightforward way and it is simply soon after i finished reading this book through which actually modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Beryl Labadie I-- Beryl Labadie I
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